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Abstract. Ergonomy is not automatically attributed for an architectonic projects.
Construction regulations and norms partially guarantee ergonomic solutions. But
still, there is a free, great field for creative work (visions, ideas) for designer.
Architects can, but do not have to, use ergonomic principles in projects. They can
also freely omit them. We know, that high quality ergonomic buildings are func‐
tioning, in built environment, as well as unergonomic and ineffective ones, so-
called “ill”. Why is it like that? Why architects are enabled to design unergonomic,
“ill” objects? Why the investor agrees to inefficient building? Is such an object a
success or a failure? Authors think that this subject is extremely current, because
it makes us notice, a big amount of basic project errors in buildings. The article
presents and discusses examples of pleasing from the outside but non-ergonomic,
ineffective and non-functional buildings - the masterpieces of architecture. This
type of design is called - “the architecture of absurd” (Fross 2015). It also indicates
that using a methodology of qualitative research, evaluate the design at the stage
of concept and programming. Design with the principles of ergonomics guaran‐
tees the future quality of the object [5].

Keywords: Architectural design · Ergonomics in the design · Building quality
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1 Introduction

Daily reality of architect-practitioner is the perfect background for scientific discussion
about architecture. The article elaborates on quality factors closely associated with the
architects’ work. There can be seen two main approaches, the first one: ignorant attitude
to designing and making decisions according to subjective views, “because it seems
right to me”, “because I know better”, with main focus on the artistic side of architectural
works, using superficial inspirations, implementing self ego in terms of creating design,
and the second one: professional preparation of pre-design phase, based on knowledge
which comes directly from the source of the built environment assessments and from
its users, with full scheme. Of course, the second approach does not preclude the creation
of architect’s work and designer’s self-realization (Fross et al. 2014, 2015).

Certainly, it is a great effort to plan and implement an object, but its maintenance is
even more difficult. High operating costs, ineffectual space or lack of customers’
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satisfaction, as a result, translates into serious trouble for the owner of the facility and
its future. The full realization of business aims is threatened. The authors feel that there
is wispread belief - to build an object is intrinsically a success- and yet this is just a
beginning. The building is not a goal in itself, but it’s a factor to achieve one. It is a
wrapper for different types of activities, as well as the implementation of business plans.
Even social and welfare objects are subjects for market, competitiveness, efficiency or
economy. These days, thinking about operating costs (energy efficiency, maintenance,
property taxes) and constantly growing and changing needs of users should be the
priority. That is why it is so important, on planning and programming stage, to analyze
the future operating costs, to create capabilities of buildings’ transformations for future
needs (currently unknown), universalism of object, flexibility and adaptability. One of
the best methods of managing the mentioned problem is a good preparation of the pre-
design phase. It is fair to say that one of the most important project stages, affecting the
success of the investment, is the programming phase with pre-design qualitative
research. Construction design is a creative continuation of the program assumptions,
while a lack of programming or superficial, subjective decisions making in this area
cause a lot of errors [5, 6, 10, 13].

2 Examples of Authors’ Own Research

2.1 Research 1 – The Swimming Pool Building (2015)

Aim of Research. Research concerns the functioning of eight years old public indoor
pool. It is an object which annual losses exceed the capabilities of municipality. Its future
in the current financial state is threatened.
The main aim of the research was to assess the actual quality of the object and land
development in terms of: technical, functional, organizational, behavioral and economic
quality. The attractiveness from the position of the client and cognition of people’s views
was also important. It was crucial to search solutions to: reduce the amount of design
errors (operational and organizational), improve the efficiency of the swimming pool
and modify use of space, meet business priorities (investor’s goals), lessen operating
costs, propose ideas for additional sources of income to meet the requirements and needs
of users, new investment opportunities [7].

As a result a set of information about an object, land use, its condition, problems,
mistakes, the positives, good sides, strengths and opportunities was obtained. Conclu‐
sions and guidelines were used to develop a diversified recovery program and the
concept of change. Research, recovery program and the concept were made within 3
months.

Research Methods. In order to familiarize oneself with the current state of building,
numbers of proven techniques were used. The methods and techniques are: arranging
interviews; loose, spontaneous conversations; telephone interviews; surveys; opinions
in the region; internet reviews; users’ ratings; building rounds; observational studies on
usage and users’ behavior inside the object and its surrounding; qualitative research (in
following categories: technical, functional, organizational, behavioral and economic)
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by author’s method of qualitative assessments of objects in use “in 8-steps” [5, 6]; way-
finding; analysis of land development; analysis of information about the municipality
area; a comparative testing, simulations, inspirations; graphical analysis on projections;
evaluation of website and advertising folder – information about object and its services;
analysis of the concept of area development by the pool from 2009; analysis of the
progress priorities of the community – strategy up to 2015.

As a result, an expert assessment of the quality aided by residents users, managers
and team representatives opinions was made. In order to evaluate qualitatively a number
of expert groups were developed, under the guidance of K. Fross (architect, researcher
and teacher) and A. Sempruch (student of Faculty of Architecture) were developed.
Selected aspects were consulted with the economist (M. Fross) and the appraiser for
construction quality (M. Czyszek) [8].

To obtain the opinions of the pool and land use a simple questionnaire was carried.
Surveys were addressed to the municipal office workers, students and teachers of
primary school and junior high school. The main questions are: Enumerate elements
that are missing or malfunctioning in the building pool (highlight one of the most
important); Enumarate the advantages of swimming pool building, that make you feel
good in it (highlight one of the most important); What can be improved or changed in
the pool building to make it function better or appear more attractive?; Your ideas for
further development of the entire recreational complex and the surrounding area [7, 8]
(Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. The swimming pool building and qualitative research (Fross, Sempruch).

Research Results. Polling gave 234 statements including 55 adults (teachers and offi‐
cials) and 179 school children and youth. The survey provided an opportunity to express
themselves and to draw attention to the problems related to the subject of research. Many
expert opinions were covered with assessments of users obtained in the surveys, inter‐
views, loose conversations and phone calls. This demonstrates the validity and confir‐
mation to expert indications which ran independently and at different times. There also
appeared a list of beginning proposals for changes.

For the present poor condition of the property, two basic elements are significant:
numerous design errors – primary defects of the building; management of facility and
investment. Designed and submitted to the use object with initial defects, had a direct
impact on annually number of customers, which is constantly decreasing, and as a result
rising operating costs. Conclusions from the study were used as guidelines for the
recovery program (Fross 2015).
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2.2 Research 2 – Panoptic Architecture – Who Needs It? (2015)

Aim of Research. Architect, in the act of creating, like an artist, is struggling with the
same degree of materials and ideas. Like the manager of a large company he must
respond quickly and flawlessly to the capabilities, needs and requirements of contem‐
porary times. This is because the human dreams, which were always at the beginning
of thinking about the structures creation are changing, as well as changes to the material
architecture (Juzwa et al. 2012). Architects often fall into the trap of their own ideas.
Sometimes implemented structures do not go hand in hand with human well-being and
perception of the environment. One of such examples is disproportionate to the gains,
wonder material, which is glass.

The aim of this study was to analyze the changing in the last few years trends in the
organization of architectural space and attempt to answer the question whether the new,
young generation ignores, in times of the internet and social networks, the issue of
privacy in that space. Setting out in contemporary embodiments, trends of “panoptical
architecture” were considered. Accepted methods of research included analysis of the
literature of evolutionary transformations and surveys.

Research Results. The definition of “panoptical architecture” is closely linked to the
so-called panopticon space. This term comes from the name of the prison, which was
conceived in the eighteenth century by Jeremy Bentham – in this facility, the supervision
and control were hidden so that the prisoners did not know if and when they are being
watched. Enthusiasts-designers of panoptical architecture, which is synonymous with
glass architecture, are convinced that it gives a sense of security (I can see everything),
spaciousness and aesthetic. However, if designed space is serving an inappropriate
function, it applies the opposite effect - a person feels spied on and hemmed.

In 40–50 s of XX century, the dream of European modernism about glass houses,
where large transparent panes of glass define the physical boundary between the inside and
the outside, was moved to the USA. The transparency of these walls makes them almost
absent. This kind of architectural manifesto, which are “houses aquariums” (Ransworth
Haus nad Fox River – arch. Mies van der Rohe/1951, house in New Canaan – arch. Philip
Johnson/1949) did not work, as a space to live, work or even study.

Transparent compartments indoor (research was focused on this particular matter)
set limits, which are often invisible (like “Predator” in Cameron’s film from 1987). We
should, of course, talk about their advantages, which are: the integration of space, an
opportunity to observe the changing shapes, opening for viewing, the security against
noise and adjustment of the appropriate microclimate. However, irrefutable drawbacks
of glass walls (usually performed in the non-profile system) is a disturbance of privacy
and often imperceptible drafting of obstacles [11]. Despite many signals coming from
users that is undoubtedly impressive fluidity and blurring the boundaries between the
inside and the outside world in certain circumstances is not desirable. On the other hand,
continuation of this trend is one of the characteristics of contemporary architecture. Of
course, today technology offers solutions for transparency limitation of partitions or
allows its individual control. Wall are enriched with moving parts or casings are made
of glass with controlled transparency (laminated glass). So what if these solutions are
much more expensive and often disturbing convention (the idea) of designer?
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Recently, two independent teams of researchers at the Faculty of Architecture, Sile‐
sian University of Technology carried out studies, in which particular interest included
the issue of perception of existing facility and its interaction with the environment,
understood as a need for “being” among the people and as one that should allow privacy.
Several newly constructed objects of science (universities) were checked. The studies
leave no illusions, under which circumstances shaping specific (in this case - panoptical)
aesthetics were associated by the user more with an absurd than the architectural work.

Selected comments [7, 8, 10] can be written as follows: the user’s problem is often
irresistible awareness of being watched – this raised the question from both students and
academic staff (refers to lecture halls and the rooms of individual work); glazing leads to
distraction at work, moving out silhouettes of people bother to focus on lectures, exer‐
cises, individual interviews; the idea of glass walls/panoptical space is aesthetically, but not
functionally acceptable; glass walls reflect sound, which can be uncomfortable - it affects
the poor audibility of speech; fully glazed halls sometimes cause excessive supply of
sunlight, which interferes with visibility [7, 8, 10].

In contemporary buildings many beautiful and functional glass interiors can be
found. However, considering the fact that they are only positively received, if the man
is staying there occasionally - such experiment can be carried out. Panoptical architec‐
ture is not tolerated by users in places where they are learning and working (therefore
staying in one area for a few hours).

2.3 Research 3 – Glass Houses - The Dream and Reality

Aim of Research. House and apartment for the average person is the closest part of
architecture, which is used every day. It is a place of rest, an oasis that provides a sense
of security and privacy. A sensation here is a glass house, often called the home
aquarium. Thanks to the transparency of the glass enclosure it allows to enjoy the view
of the environment, but it also raises a lot of doubts about the quality of living. The aim
of the study is to attempt to answer the questions: Whether in residential buildings such
high transparency of the form is justified? Whether the glass house can be a rational and
ergonomic? Would average people like to live in such a house? What are the reasons to
decide on the implementation of home aquariums?

Research Methods. The research used literature studies, own observations and surveys
on a group of 170 respondents.

Research Results. Idea of glass houses was forming at the turn of the 19th and 20th
century - from the beginnings of glass architecture and implementation of Crystal Palace
(Paxton 1851), glass skeletal structures formed by representatives of the Chicago
School, to the ideas of Paul Scheebart in writing Glasarchitektur and futuristic visions
of cities of the future by Bruno Taut (Stadtkrone 1914). Paul Scheebart was writing:
“Our culture is at some point a product of our architecture. If we want to raise culture
to a higher level, we need to change our architecture. (…) However, we can only intro‐
duce glass architecture that lets in the light of the sun, moon, stars, not only by a few
windows - but through as many walls that are entirely of glass as possible - with colored
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glasses.” (Scheerbart 1914). In his conceptions he sketched the image of a new world
and a better society, which, thanks to new materials and modern technology, and the
openness of the structure of glass and steel, had to give hope for a better future [11]. A
similar vision was also presented by the Polish writer Stefan Żeromski, in his novels:
Uroda życia (1912) and Przedwiośnie (1921–24) (Żeromski 1972). In theme of glass
houses writer presented the utopia of “new and better civilization”. It was a criticism
against the Polish situation after 1918, and at the same time dream of a free, fair and
beautiful Poland. The presented ideas influenced the views and projects of architects
gathered around Bauhaus. Effect of their work was glass pavilion Glashaus (Taut 1914),
the first glass curtain walls (Gropius and Meyer 1919) and pioneering concept of a glass
skyscraper (van der Rohe 1921).

The first houses aquariums appeared exclusively in the 30 s in 20th century - in
projects of Keck brothers, then in realizations: Farnworth villa in Plano (van der Rohe
1945–50) and Glass Hause in New Canaan (Johnson 1949). These buildings consistently
implemented the principle of “less is more”. In the aphorism, Mies van der Rohe
expressed limited language of architecture to structures (“skin and bones” of building,
in other words coating and steel frame) and aesthetic restraint (eliminating the visual
chaos). Their simple cubic forms, using lightweight steel frame and glass cover, initiated
fascination with vision of houses fully open to the surroundings. Although these build‐
ings were not without drawbacks resulting from the contemporary technological limi‐
tations and inconvenience associated with the use of comfort they have become the
archetype of modern glass houses. In order to preserve privacy around the property of
Glashaus, Johnson built a huge stone fence. Such action indicates that the concept of
openness form of a glass building does not always go hand in hand with the needs of
users. The development of materials technology and modern building techniques in the
late 20th century created new possibilities for the use of glass in buildings. Good tech‐
nical parameters of glass and more excellent technical solutions of glass partitions these
days allow us to meet the high expectations of designers and users. These activities make
the idea of glass houses still alive. Houses aquariums are implemented in different parts
of the world, various climatic and local conditions. Although the main inspiration for
their implementation is the landscape, there are existing buildings that at a particular
location and the location are quite surprising, such as House NA designed by Sou Fuki‐
moto in the suburbs of Tokyo. The house is encased by panes of clear glass (also part
of sanitary). It is extremely open to both inside and outside. It provides plenty of natural
light, but it also reveals the privacy of residents. It is a total negation of a traditional
house - shelter. Inside, there are installed curtains, which allow visual separation of space
and if it is necessary (especially at night) they protect it from the eyes of pedestrians. In
the view of the street, the house gives the impression of scaffolding and temporary
structure. For owners it is the fulfillment of youthful dreams. However, in the future, it
can become for them cumbersome and irrational for them.

Although contemporary glass houses use modern materials and technologies, large
glass panes make them energy-intensive and expensive objects. They often do not meet the
legal requirements needed to obtain a building permit (relating to the size, arrangement of
glazing and its technical parameters). Interiors of glass houses are exposed to the phenom‐
enon of x-rays, large diurnal temperature variation, overheating in the summer, especially
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during the endless heat or chilling in the winter, when there is frost and snow. Fully trans‐
parent walls eliminate visible borders between the interior and the exterior, as in the case
of residential houses is not always seen as positive. The average person expects stability in
the home, privacy and security. Glass walls are associated with transparency, fragility and
cold. Surveys conducted by the author showed that the majority of respondents positively
perceive glass buildings (89,4 %). Few is willing to live in a glass house. 38.2 % of
respondents would not like to have glass walls, stairs and ceilings in their home. Their
reluctance is explained by the lack of trust in the glass solutions, lack of sense of security,
privacy, high costs and problems with keeping it clean.

Despite many shortcomings, glass houses are still considered contemporary and
intriguing. They are carried out mainly for reasons of prestige. They are often an experi‐
ment with the use of new or enhanced technologies. Sometimes they are the embodiment
of unusual, extravagant ideas that have little to do with rationality and ergonomic apart‐
ment. Arising occasionally, they still arouse great interest [11].

2.4 Research 4 – Supplementary Buildings in Historic City Centers
in Terms of Ergonomic Quality - Examples of Polish Cities

Aim of Research. Supplementary buildings within the historic downtown areas are
often shaped differently from the ambient environment. Street space is changing its
nature and aesthetics, which should come from the cultural heritage of the area. It is
obvious that transformation of the space is continuous. However, it should refer to the
existing historical space and cultural heritage, enriching it with new quality values.
Supplementary buildings, which are implemented without the protection of the existing
urban fabric, degrades the functional and the aesthetic quality of the space and affect the
right use and acceptance of that structure aesthetics.

The aim of the study was to analyze the development of supplementary buildings
due to the preservation of the quality and continuity of the particular area heritage.

Research Methods. The study was conducted using the methodology of qualitative
research in Polish cities, particularly in the downtowns with historic buildings from at
least the 19th century. The method and location of the complementary architecture with
respect to the historical buildings and effects of the non-adapted new buildings to the
existing was studied. It was dealt with the following criteria: composition, proportions
of the interior, cross-section of urban street, quality and ergonomic of space in those
realizations. The study was carried out “in situ” in the field, on the basis of photographic
documentation.

Research Results. The analyzed supplementary buildings, revoked in relation to the
existing ones into the quarter, comes often from the 60 s, 70 s of the 20th century. In the
obtained places there were created small squares of green, or hardened widens of the
street, side blind walls of existing buildings stayed unused. The result is a new type of
street frontage with impaired composition and function of the street, as well as the quality
of the interior space of the street. Examples of such activities are complementary
building projects in Prudnik, Gliwice, Zary and other cities.
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There can also be seen that the revitalization of downtown areas tend to expand the
traditionally accepted line of demarcation in the buildings of 19 and 20 century. One
such example is the revitalization of Elblag and other cities where the destroyed histor‐
ical buildings were reconstructed. The results are buildings with aesthetic referencing
to the historic buildings, but street spaces are too large, devoided of greenery, small
architecture, they are ergonomically unsuitable (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Central angle street influencing the perception and the perception of the interior street
(Gumińska).

Supplementary buildings in the Polish cities in combination with historical down‐
town buildings often disturbs, shaped by centuries, traditional construction of division
of spatial order and urban heritage. Frontage of the street is often deformed, its continuity
is disturbed, it is transformed into a smaller quarters. The research, cited above, indicates
the importance of the proportion of the streets and the method of forming the frontage
of the streets in the historical areas for the quality of the revitalization [2–4].

2.5 Research 5 – Airport Terminal

Aim of Research. Designing facilities accompanying passenger in public transport is
associated with the movement analysis of large users groups over time. A special role
in these studies is played by tools for simulation at the design stage to find the space in
which there are problems with liquidity flow of users. The aim of such simulation
experiments is to eliminate bottlenecks in the transfer of passengers between their zones
of operation. The experience of the author’s concern analyse the flow of passengers
through airport terminals. Tests performed on the objects indicate that the airport termi‐
nals have the potential retrofit of existing architectural and construction solutions, in
order to increase flexibility and ergonomics supporting the four processes of passenger
service: check in luggage, security checks, boarding, baggage collection at the arrivals.

Research Methods. Most of the carried out research works were based on the analysis
of statistical data and personal observations executed by a group of trained participants.
With the ability to work with statistical data describing the changing dynamics of
passenger traffic over the five years preceding the period of observation realized in the
frames of research, it was possible to determine the periods of peak traffic at terminals
in both annual and selected for detailed observation daily events during the four weeks.
During the research there was used the access to the monitoring system in selected areas,
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and there were conducted numerous interviews with airport staff. Thanks to the coop‐
eration of all companies working in the port area it was possible to conduct follow-up
of operations performed in areas protected and not accessible to passengers areas. The
collected information can be used for studies and comparative analyzes carried out in
the future on other objects and off-site testing.

Research Results. Research indicates two groups of factors that determine the appear‐
ance of problems at the level of functional and ergonomic use. The first group is related
to the evolutionary process of the expansion of the existing terminal facilities. A huge
impact on this group have also economic, time and organizational constraints (lack of
ability to close the port for the duration of the work under construction). These factors
often result in serious accumulation of strange design solutions. We can find a variety
of bizarre technical and spatial remedies. During the works on objects, group of
researchers has observed: columns located on the main paths of horizontal communi‐
cation between the zones; stairs being a result of design errors caused frequent accidents
and injuries among users, exposes manager of the object to the additional costs associ‐
ated with the payment of compensation; deficit space necessary to handle passengers in
a standard consistent with user expectations and aspirations of the port authorities; the
lack of flexibility of space - placing the area of maintenance of luggage prevents the
expansion or replacement of devices without serious interference in the structure of the
building; incompatibility technological solutions within the volumes; erroneous deci‐
sions on zones supporting passenger service - in one of the buildings placing of public
functions was offered on the third floor.

Another type of errors associated with designing of airport terminals is a lack of
understanding of the processes implemented in the zones and functional changes in these
processes in the perspective of modernization and development. A common phenom‐
enon in airport terminals designing is a revaluation of usable space. This is due to the
lack of knowledge about how the future object will be working. Dynamics of changes
in air services is strongly linked with global markets and fuel economic and political
situation.

Easy to obtaining EU funding for the construction or modernization of airports has
led to different, sometimes very extreme events. An example of a negative situation can
be Ciudad Real airport (spanish.: Aeropuerto Central Ciudad Real, code IATA: CQM,
kod ICAO: LERL). After three years of operation, the airport was closed. Airport which
with the infrastructure costs 1.1 billion euros, was in 17 of July 2015 sold to Chinese
company - Tzaneen International for the amount of 10 850 euros.

3 Summary and Conclusions

These days, quality is a standard and duty, not the added value. The high aesthetic quality
does not justify the designer errors in other qualities. Quality designing with the use of
qualitative research is also a standard and obligation. If, objects were designed according
to these priorities, there would be no problems with the buildings, financial loss, user
satisfaction, and thus the need for qualitative assessments or remedial programs. The
arrogance of a group of architects presenting only artistic approach must end
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(fashionable design, interesting detail, attractive inspiration, the idea) and they have to
start designing on the basis of knowledge, needs and priorities, well-prepared program
and the qualitative research before project (which does not exclude high-quality
aesthetic). This is in line with the latest global trends in design – design using studies:
Research by Design and Design by Research [5] (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Flow chart describing additional sources of knowledge and information derived from
studies of the built environment and its users (the author’s elaboration, 2015).

It is important to study and analyze the needs of today’s users (the new information
society). The former features of architectural space changed their definitions and images
under the new requirements, both: organizational and behavioral. Intuitive design does
not work, what can be provided by some Polish projects, for example Academic facili‐
ties, which were mentioned in the article (publication). For example, the current
prevailing trend of open space areas, multi-purpose, among others, with functions to
learn and stay for students, usually in Polish conditions “do not work”, because the needs
associated with the forms of activity and types of work between classes, performed by
students are not understood. In Western Europe, mainly in the UK, there are carried out
researches paying special attention to this case and on their basis, effective changes in
existing buildings are introduced and new buildings are built based on constructive
proposals [13, 14]. In Poland, the architects still rely on their intuition and inspiration,
not always correctly interpreted the Polish or local conditions (Winnicka-Jasłowska D.:
The space science of the modern university. The role of research of pre-programming
new functions of universities. Monography Silesian University of Technology, Gliwice
2016).
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